I. Introduction
HE design of efficient supersonic airplanes with very T highly swept wings is one of the more difficult problems in aeronautics. Highly swept wings are of interest because they have the potential, according to theory, of having relatively low drag at supersonic lifting conditions. Wellknown supersonic wing theory' indicates that to achieve the low drag at lifting conditions, the leading edge of a wing must be at an angle of sweepback greater than the angle weak shockwaves make with the freestream at corresponding Mach numbers (subsonic leading edge). Sweepback angles of 70 to 75 deg are necessary for Mach numbers in the range of 2.0 to 3.0. Theoretical predictions indicate that an airplane with a wing of such high sweep would have an advantage of approximately 15 to 20% in lift/drag ratio when compared to an airplane having a much lower sweepback angle (for example, 50 deg).
When attempts were first made to substantiate these very encouraging predictions with wind-tunnel models, it was found that the experimental results did not confirm them at all. Subsequent examinations revealed that the low drag predicted by theory was not achieved because the flow pattern around the wings, implicit in theory, did not occur in practice. Viscosity, which normally has a relatively small effect on the overall flow over wings at normal cruise lift conditions, had a substantial effect on these highly swept wings.
Consider as an example a wing at Mach 3.0 and at an angle of attack of 4 deg-typical Supersonic conditions. With the wing swept 75 deg to achieve low drag, the Mach number component normal to the leading edge is 0.78. Hence, near the wing leading edge, a recognized subsonic flow condition is produced. The leading-edge flow is governed by the angle normal to the leading edge. Using simple sweep theory, the normal angle of attack for this example is found to be approximately 15 deg. Experience indicates that the airstream normally will not be able to flow around the leading edge at this large angle of attack without flow separation. This is particularly true for the thin airfoils that are characteristic of supersonic wing designs. This leading-edge flow separation completely alters the character of the flow pattern over the wing.
Leading-edge flow separation is only one of the reasons why the predicted low drag levels of highly swept wings could not be obtained. The trailing edge of these highly swept wings is generally at an angle of sweepback less than the weak shock wave angle (supersonic trailing edge). The flow over the wing, which is at a relatively low pressure, must therefore adjust to freestream pressure through a shock wave at the trailing edge. If the theoretical flow requires too large a pressure rise, significant trailing-edge separation occurs. Again, the flow pattern postulated by theory cannot occur, and the theoretical drags cannot be achieved. Similar problems can occur on other parts of such a highly swept wing. The establishment of a flow consistent with theoretical low drag is, therefore, contingent on the response of the boundary layer to potentially severe conditions all over the wing. The development and behavior of highly swept wing boundary layers under complicated three-dimensional flow conditions is not amenable to theoretical calculations. * Necessary wing design limitations cannot be defined strictly on the basis of analytical studies, and therefore have to be developed from experimental test programs. , J. AIRCRAFT This paper presents a comprehensive set of conditions necessary to ensure attached flow over highly swept supersonic wings having subsonic leading edges and supersonic trailing edges. If these conditions are applied as constraints to theoretical wing design and optimization procedures, the resulting real flow will meet the low-drag, inviscid, potentialflow design goals. The paper also considers the design of other airplane components, together with the integration of these components. The design of the fuselage cannot be separate from the design of the wing, because of strong interactions at every angle of attack. Similarly, the engine installation affects the design of both the wing and the fuselage. Achievement of favorable trim drag is of great importance in the design of supersonic airplanes. This, in turn, is strongly influenced by the location of the airplane center of pressure, which depends upon the design of all airplane components and their interaction.
Results presented in this paper are based on work that began in the late 1950s and was carried through the U.S. SST program until cancellation of the program in 1971. The object of the work was to develop methods for the design of efficient supersonic airplanes. More recently, interest in the design of such airplanes has been renewed, for both eventual commercia13 and military 4 applications. For the latter case, not only does the designer require low drag at cruising conditions, but he also requires a reasonable flow at the higher lift coefficients associated with military maneuvers. A review of design methods to accomplish this is, therefore, timely and appropriate, and forms the subject of this paper.
Theoretical methods applicable to the aerodynamic design of supersonic airplanes are reviewed in Sec. 11. In Sec. 111, the basic characteristics of supersonic wing planforms are discussed, and the advantages of highly swept wings in supersonic flow are pointed out. This is followed by a review of some experimental results that illustrate the basic flow problems of highly swept wings. Potential effects of warping the surface of such wings (e.g., camber and twist) are discussed in Sec. IV. The different possibilities of flow separation on highly swept, warped wings are discussed in Sec. V, with emphasis on shockwave-induced separation. Constraints for the design of highly swept suyersonic wings are presented in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII, these design constraints are used to explain the development of separated flow on a number of wind-tunnel models. The use of these constraints in the design of supersonic wings is also described. General application of these methods to the airplane components is discussed in Sec. VIII.
Theoretical Methods
The design approach discussed in this paper is based on the use of potential flow theory restricted to meet certain constraints. These constraints have been derived from experimental and analytical studies, and with the use of simple flow analogies, as will be discussed later. The basis of the theory is the powerful method of small disturbances that leads to the linearized potential flow equations. These equations are modified in some instances for certain nonlinear effects, with the help of higher approximations. A comprehensive presentation of the basic theory may be found in Refs. 5 and 6. Practical applications of these theories to the design and analysis of supersonic airplanes, by means of high-speed digital computers, are described in detail in Refs. 7, 8, and 9.
A procedure that has been found to be particularly useful is the supersonic design and analysis system described in detail in Ref. 7 . A feature of this system is the combination of linearized aerodynamic theory with higher-order theory that accounts for shock wave formation. This system also allows the inclusion of empirical design constraints, such as presented in this paper, directly into the aerodynamic design process. 
Aerodynamics of Highly Swept Wings
The aerodynamic efficiency of an airplane is characterized by its lift/drag ratio, LID. The drag of a supersonic configuration typically consists of the skin friction drag, wave drag due to thickness, and drag-due-to-lift. Supersonic drag due to lift includes both induced drag and wave drag-due-tolift. The theoretical drag polar (that is, the relationship between drag and lift) for any simple configuration can be expressed as where C,, is the drag coefficient at zero lift, and is composed of both thickness wave drag C, and friction drag CDF. The of the lift coefficient. The solution of this equation for maximum LID gives the simple relation drag-due-to-lift factor aC,/aC, B is theoretically independent 0.5
Hence, the attainment of high (L/D) max is seen to depend on the two factors, C, and (aC,/aCt). The drag-due-to-lift factor is primarily affected by the wing selection. The friction drag is primarily determined by the Reynolds number and Mach number. The thickness wave drag is dependent on the wing planform shape and its thickness distribution.
Increased wing sweep, so that the leading edge is behind the leading-edge shock (subsonic leading edge) as shown in Fig. 1 , is very beneficial in reducing both thickness wave drag and the drag-due-to-lift factor. Additional reductions in the drag-dueto-lift factor are indicated by carving out the less efficient aft area of a delta wing, thereby producing an "arrow" wing planform.
High-Swept-Wing Experimental Results
Results of wind-tunnel tests to substantiate the low drag levels of highly swept, supersonic wings are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The results indicate that the predicted drag levels at zero lift are indeed achieved. However, the drag-due-to-lift factor is substantially higher than theoretical predictions, particularly when the leading edge is subsonic.
The wind-tunnel results Io,II shown in Fig. 3 associated the increased drag-due-to-lift with a sudden change in the uppersurface flow from an attached flow to a separated flow condition. The theoretical model and observed flow patterns are shown in Fig. 4 . The observed pattern was dominated by the formation of a leading-edge separation vortex, characteristic of the flow pattern found on highly swept wings at subsonic speeds.
Flow Over a Highly Swept Wing
By virtue of extensive experimental and semiempirical investigations, I3-l9 the formation of the leading-edge separation vortex is well understood. For the subsonic leadingedge wing at angle of attack, there is flow from the lower surface around the leading edge to the upper surface. The line where the streamlines split, between the flow around to the upper surface and the flow back on the lower surface, is called the "dividing streamline." The expansion of the flow going around the leading edge from the dividing streamline results in a very high negative pressure, and a subsequent steep adverse pressure recovery gradient near the leading edge on the upper surface. The steep adverse pressure recovery gradient can readily cause the three-dimensional boundary layer to separate from the surface. When separation occurs, the boundary layer leaves the wing surface along a swept separation line and rolls up into a region of concentrated vorticity that is swept back over the upper surface of the wing. The effect of thi: vortex is to alter the velocity distribution and, hence, the pressure distribution over the wing. The pressure distribution^'^ in Fig. 4 illustrate the effect of the leading-edge vortex on the upper surface. Note that the lowersurface pressures are also affected. The lower-surface effect is associated with the dividing streamline's moving to the leading edge when the leading-edge vortex is formed. Typical pressure distributions and leading-edge vortex formation on two highly swept wings, with sharp and with round leading-edge airfoils, are shown in Fig. 5 . The leadingedge vortex springs from the entire leading edge of the sharp airfoil wing. The effect of the round leading edge is to reduce the adverse pressure gradient on the inboard portion of the wing. The leading-edge separation starts near the wingtip and moves inboard with increasing angle of incidence. The formation of the leading-edge vortex affects the lift, pitching moment, and drag on a highly swept wing.
Discussions in this paper are primarily concerned with the effect on drag. The theoretical drag force on a wing section, as shown in Fig. 6 , is the resultant of a component of the surface normal force (C,a), the thickness wave drag, friction drag, and a leading-edge thrust force C,. In practice, the thrust force must develop from the negative leading-edge pressure acting on the "nose" of the airfoil.
Experimental variations of the leading-edge thrust force obtained on a highly swept delta wing20 are compared with theoretical predictions in Fig. 6 , for two symmetrical (flat) wings and for a wing with conical camber. One of the two flat wings had a sharp leading-edge airfoil. The other flat wing and the wing with conical camber had rounded leading edges. Note that the flat wing loses the theoretically predicted thrust force at very low lift coefficients (C, =0.05). The rounded leading-edge airfoil is able to achieve a higher percentage of the leading-edge thrust force than the wing with a sharp airfoil. This loss in leading-edge thrust force is directly associated with the formation of the leading-edge vortex. The conically cambered wing is able to achieve the predicted thrust force to a higher lift coefficient (CLD =0.075). However, at negative lift coefficients, little if any leading-edge suction is achieved.
Leading-Edge Separation Criteria
It has been found that the nature of the flow over highly swept wings at incidence changes with increasing Mach number, from a leading-edge-separation type of flow to an attached flow over the upper surface of the wing. l4 On thin wings, this can occur at a Mach number below that for which 649 the leading edge is supersonic (i.e., the component of Mach number normal to the leading edge is less than 1).
In the analyses of separated flow around swept leadingedge wings, it has been found useful to correlate the data in terms of conditions normal to the leading edge. The velocity components normal to the plane of the wing W,, and normal to the leading edge of the wing in the plane of the wing UN are
The incidence angle normal to the leading edge CY, and the normal Mach number M N are CY,
As shown in Fig. 7 , the normal angle of incidence is appreciably higher than the wing angle of incidence CY for a highly swept wing. Experimental correlations of flow over highly swept uncambered wings l4 have identified the boundary region, as shown in Fig. 7 , that separates the conditions (normal Mach number and normal incidence angles) for which attached flow or leading-edge-separation flow exist. This boundary between separated and attached flow for uncambered wings can be approximated by the expression2'
A round leading edge, as shown in Fig. 7 and as previously discussed, tends to suppress the formation of separated flow to larger incidence angles, relative to sharp leading-edge airfoils. The leading-edge vortex formation boundaries shown in Fig. 8 have been constructed using the aforementioned sharp leading-edge airfoil separation equation to illustrate the effect of wing leading-edge sweep. This separation criterion does predict the sudden formation of the leading-edge separation vortex on the flat wing model that was shown in Fig. 3 .
This flat wing separation criterion can also be applied to wings with varying leading-edge sweep by using the local leading-edge sweep angle, l4 as shown in Fig. 9 .
To obtain the low drag potential of highly swept wings, leading-edge separation must be avoided. Otherwise, the leading-edge thrust previously discussed cannot be achieved. Hence, the low drag-due-to-lift potential of swept flat wings appears to be unachievable for all but very low incidence angles.
IV. Cambered and Twisted Wings
Properly designed warped wings can suppress the development of the leading-edge vortex and thereby shift the boundary for attached flow up to higher incidence angles (Fig. 9) .
The effect of wing camber and twist (wing warp) on suppressing the leading-edge separation is shown qualitatively in Fig. 10 . Wings designed to achieve a finite load distribution along the leading edge are cambered and twisted, such that the leading edges of the wing align with the local flow direction. The dividing streamline lies along the leading edge. The expansion over the wing upper surface is greatly reduced, thereby eliminating the strong adverse pressure gradient near the leading edge. The thrust force on a cambered airfoil is achieved by action of the reduced expansion pressure on the relatively large "shoulder" area of the airfoil.
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At angles of attack above or below the design incidence of a warped wing, the dividing streamline will move below or above the leading edge, respectively; eventually the flow around the leading edge will result in formation of the leading-edge vortex. At negative incidence, an adverse pressure gradient rapidly develops on the lower surface and quickly eliminates the leading-edge thrust force. Data shown in Fig. 6 illustrates incidence effects on the chord force of a cambered wing.
Typical pressure distributions for warped and flat highly swept, supersonic wings are shown in Fig. 11 . In addition to suppressing the formation of leading-edge separation, cambered wings offer low drag-due-to-lift potential, without the need for leading-edge thrust. This low drag-due-to-lift potential is actually slightly lower than the theoretical, but apparently unachievable, flat wing potential. A great deal of experimental and theoretical study, directed at developing low drag-due-to-lift cambered wings, has achieved widely varying results. Some of the cambered-wing designs, such as those shown in Figs. 12 and 13 , achieved significant aerodynamic improvements over comparable flat wings having the same planforms and thickness distributions. The cambered wings in 
BEHIND THE MERGED INBOARD AND TRAILING-EDGE SHOCKS.
surfaces of the wings. Camber and twist design of a given configuration must take into account, therefore, the influence factors such as wing thickness, lift coefficient, design pitching moment for low trim drag, and body shape. T o make this possible, a more thorough understanding of the different types of flow in these wings became necessary, as discussed below.
V. Types of Flow on Highly Swept Wings
The unsuccessful cambered wings typically encountered strong spanwise flow near the trailing edge, flow separation behind a strong oblique shock near the wing leading edge, or separation behind a strong shock close to the trailing edge. The main types of flow observed on these highly swept, cambered, supersonic wings are shown in Fig. 14. The attached flow corresponds to the theoretical conditions. The leading-edge vortex flow is characteristic of highly swept, flat wings. Often, more than one of these illustrated conditions would exist simultaneously. Figure 15 shows a typical development of separated flow over a cambered wing at Mach 3.0 as the angle of incidence is increased. Figure 16 illustrates how a change in midbody contour can promote shock-induced flow separation. It is necessary to understand why flow separation can occur, to enable the design of configurations that will be free from this undesirable condition. An approach that can lead to the successful design of supersonic airplanes is discussed in the next section. 
VI. Cambered-Wing Design Criteria
Careful examinations of test results have shown that the design of the wing camber and twist in conjunction with wing thickness and body effects must avoid 1) strong spanwise flow, 2) extremely high suction pressures, 3) inboard shock separation, and 4) trailing-edge shock separation.
Design criteria were needed to predict flow breakdown on the basis of potential flcw analyses, so that wing camber and twist could be developed or modified to avoid serious drag increases. In general, the type of flow over a wing depends on the combination of camber, twist, angle of attack, wing thickness distribution, airfoil shape, body shape, effects of other airplane components, and flight conditions. All of these contribute to the pressure distribution on the wing. The pressure distribution directly governs the nature of the flow over the wing. The design criteria considered here were derived from a substantial body of experimental threedimensional and two-dimensional boundary-layer separation results.
Criterion 1: Avoid High Suction Pressures
Linear theory estimates can provide theoretical negative pressures in excess of vacuum pressures. Experimental data, 22-24 such as shown in Fig. 17 , indicate that it is advisable to reject theoretical solutions when predicted suction pressures exceed about 70% or 80% of vacuum pressure. This can be accomplished by applying load constraints during the theoretical wing design optimization process.
Criterion 2: Avoid Strong Spanwise Flow
To avoid strong spanwise flow, it is necessary to prohibit development of increasing negative pressures near the wingtip. Theoretical studies, such as shown in Fig. 18 , indicate that wing pressures due to thickness build up near the wingtip and that they form a large part of the total wingtip pressures. Fortunately, as shown in Fig. 18 , the wing outboard thickness pressures are relatively insensitive to changes in the airfoil shape or thickness on the inboard wing. To limit spanwise flow, the wingtip must, therefore, be kept thin. However, the inboard portion of the wing can be thickened to satisfy structural requirements without affecting the spanwise flow. It is necessary, therefore, to consider the effect of wing thickness on drag-due-to-lift optimizations, even in linearized flow calculations.
Criterion 3: Avoid Inboard Shock Separation
The formation of the forward shock, as shown in Fig. 19 , is associated with flow conditions near the inboard portion of the wing and is therefore referred to as the inboard shock. This shock is associated with the flow near the wing leadingedge junction with the body. 25, 26 The local flow on the upper surface of a swept wing is directed inward. The flow must then turn to run parallel to the local body surface. This subsequent turning of the flow causes compression waves; these may coalesce and form a shock wave that is swept aft at approximately the local flow Mach angle. If the required turning angle is large enough, the shock strength may become sufficiently strong to separate the boundary layer.
Empirical separation data, 27-29 for flow across a glancing shockwave in which the flow is deflected in the plane of the wing, indicate that a pressure rise of 50% across the shock will cause flow separation. Using single sweep theory, the local flow turning angle (6,) can be related to the freestream Mach number M,, wing leading-edge sweep A, and local Mach number M , (or pressure coefficient). If it is then assumed that the flow turns abruptly to parallel the body surface, the oblique shock relations can be used to calculate the pressure rise associated with this abrupt change in direction. Flow separation across a forward shock is likely to occur3o when this pressure rise exceeds SO%, as shown by the experimental date in Fig. 19 . It is possible, therefore, to establish a limit on the allowable negative pressure coefficient level in the area of wing/body junction. This limit, which depends on the wing sweep, local body curvature, and freestream Mach number, is usually significantly more restrictive than the aforementioned 80% vacuum limit.
The equations used to calculate the inboard shock limiting of pressures are shown in Fig. 19 . Figure 20 shows the effect of freestream Mach number and leading-edge sweep on the inboard limiting pressure for a straight-sided body (6, = 0 deg). Body contouring, as shown in Fig. 21 , has a powerful effect on the allowable inboard pressures. A contracting body near the leading-edge junction typical of an area-ruled body greatly increases the allowable negative pressure, but also contributes a negative pressure field to the front portion of a wing. Hence, the net benefit of body contouring in avoiding 
Criterion 4: Avoid Shock Strength Amplification
The same separation criterion (i.e., pressure rise of 50%) can be used to gauge the possibility of flow separation on the wing across glancing shocks produced by the body pressure fields or other adjacent components, such as nacelles, struts, or tip fins. As shown in Fig. 22 , the local pressure field on the upper surface of a wing can amplify the pressure rise across a shockwave, causing a normally mild shock to promote separation. The fuselage and other nearby components can, therefore, have important effects on the design of supersonic wings. ..
SHOCK PRESSURE RISE
the local normal Mach number (MN,=M,cosATE) in determining the aliowable pressure rise. Relating the Mach number norrnal to the trailing edge to the freestream conditions gives the limiting-edge pressures as shown in Fig. 24 . Trailing-edge sweep is seen to have a powerful effect on the allowable negative pressures near the trailing edge of a highly swept wing. Except for an unswept trailing edge, this criterion is also more severely restrictive than the 80% vacuum limit.
VII. Separation Criteria Applications
Calculated separation criteria limiting upper surface pressures for a 75-deg swept-wing wind-tunnel model are shown in Fig. 25 . The inboard shock separation-limiting pressure and the trailing edge shock separation pressure are seen to be more restrictive than the 0.8 vacuum suction pressure limit. The local body slope ( -5 deg) in the area of the wing intersection nearly doubles the allowable pressure in the inboard regions of the wing. The application of these limiting pressures to this model 35 predicted the development of the trailing-edge shock (a = 0 deg, 2 deg), followed by the inboard shock ( a = 4 deg), and finally by a large area of separated flow behind the merged inboard and trailing-edge shocks (a = 6 deg), as shown in Fig. 15 .
The design criteria have been used to explain development of the shock-induced separation on the model shown in Fig.  16 when the conical midbody section was replaced by a curved midbody. 35 The calculated theoretical pressures indicated that the curved midbody produced a strong midbody shock that far exceeded the limiting pressure rise ( P z / P , = 1.5) across a glancing shockwave. Figure 26 illustrates how the nonlinear pitching moment characteristics of a highly swept wing can be interpreted by means of the flow separation criteria. The initial break in the pitching moment curve is associated with loss of lift near the wingtip caused by trailingedge separation. Severe pitchup results, as the separation behind the inboard shock rolls up into a spiral vortex sheet, shifting the wing lift inboard and forward. Additional applications of the separation criteria are shown in Ref. 35 . The recommended wing development method using the supersonic wing design criteria is summarized in Fig. 27 . The wing/body combination is designed using linear theory to achieve low theoretical drag while satisfying the wing structural depth and volume requirements. The theoretical wing upper surface pressure distribution is calculated at the design condition, accounting for wing thickness, camber, twist, and body effects. The theoretical pressure distribution is checked to determine if any of the design criteria have been violated. If the design criteria are satisfied, the wing design is considered to have a high probability of success; if they are not, the design must be modified.
VIII. Applications to General Configuration Design
The previous discussions have emphasized design of the wing to achieve attached flow on the upper surface at lifting conditions. The methods are applicable, however, to other airplane components, singly or in combination.
Fuselage design, as shown in Fig. 16 , should consider the adverse effects that shock waves produced by body curvature may have on the wing. There is also a need to examine surface discontinuities associated with a cockpit. Even shocks that are initially mild can be amplified by the low-pressure field on the upper surface and ultimately lead to flow separation (Fig. 22) .
MACH NUMBER
The forebody angle relative to the freestream flow determines its lift and, hence, its important contribution to the center of pressure of the airplane. Care must be taken, however, to design the forebody incidence angle to prevent separation of the flow from the body, leading to a pair of counter-rotating vortices. These vortices, which provide a souce of additional forebody lift and drag, may have adverse effects on the flow over the wing. The lateral stability of the airplane may also be strongly affected, particularly if the vortices impinge on the vertical tail. Real flow effects are also important in the design of the aftbody.36 The design of nacelle installations for drag is discussed in Ref. 37, where it is shown that the correct installation of the propulsion system of a supersonic airplane is very configuration dependent. The engine installation must consider many factors, such as engine shape, airplane shape, and engine location. It is generally easier to install a nacelle below the wing, since the strength of the shockwave field due to the nacelle and boundary-layer diverter is actually reduced by the positive-pressure field on the wing lower surface. Conversely, great care must be taken when nacelles are installed on the upper surface of a wing. Not only is the strength of the shockwaves amplified to the degree that separation may occur, but typically, the boundary-layer diverters are deeper because of thicker boundary layers. Additionally, the nacelles are larger because of the lower pressure field on the wing upper surface at lifting conditions. 38
IX. Conclusions
1) The foregoing discussions have shown that highly swept wings offer low supersonic drag levels.
2) Highly swept flat wings are unable to achieve the theoretically low drag-due-to-lift levels except at very small incidence angles.
3) Highly swept cambered and twisted wings designed for optimum load distributions with finite leading-edge pressures can achieve low drag-due-to-lift levels, providing the flow remains attached at the design condition.
4)
Supersonic design criteria have been presented as a means of avoiding shock-induced flow separations, and thereby allowing the attached flow condition to be achieved.
The supersonic wing design methods of Ref. 7 allow the design constraints to be imposed during the wing design process.
